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Act, and the size of a condensing unit may be re
duced. By so doing, the exhaust heat recovery
system may be easily mounted in an underfloor
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PRESSXJRE VALVE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a pressure valve having a diaphragm that is

actuated by fluid pressure, and also to an exhaust heat recovery system provided with the

pressure valve.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In recent years, there is known a technique that utilizes the principles of

heat pipe to recover exhaust heat of exhaust gas from an exhaust system of an engine of a

vehicle to engine coolant, and then uses the recovered heat to facilitate warm-up of the

engine.

[0003] A loop heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system has been suggested

as the exhaust heat recovery system that utilizes the principles of heat pipe (see, for

example, Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2008-051479 (JP-A-200S-05 1479)

and Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2008-280894 (JP-A-2008-280894)).

The loop heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system (hereinafter, also referred to as heat

pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system), for example, includes a heat pipe. The heat

pipe includes an evaporating unit, a condensing unit, a fluid communication unit, and the

like. The evaporating unit evaporates a heating medium (for example,' pure water),

filled inside the heat pipe, by heat of exhaust gas. The condensing unit cools the heating

medium, evaporated at the evaporating unit, by engine coolant. The fluid

communication unit provides fluid communication between the evaporating unit and the

condensing unit. The heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system utilizes the heating

medium filled in the heat pipe to exchange heat between exhaust gas and engine coolant

io thereby recover exhaust heat to the coolant.



[0004] In the above heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system, if heat of

exhaust gas is constantly recovered, it is difficult to cool engine coolant by a radiator.

This brings the coolant to a boil. In order to avoid the above situation, the condensing

unit has a pressure valve that switches the state of the exhaust heat recovery system

between a heat recover state and a non-heat recovery state (see, for example,

JP-A-2008-051479 and JP-A-200S-280894). The pressure valve may be, for example, a

diaphragm pressure valve. The diaphragm pressure valve has the following recovery

and non-recovery characteristic (switching characteristic). At the time when the heat

recovery-side internal pressure increases to a value that is higher than or equal to, for

example, a first pressure in a valve open state during normal times, the diaphragm is

reversed to enter a valve closed state to thereby shut off a passage that returns the heating

medium, condensed at the condensing unit, to the evaporating unit (non-recovery state).

At the time when the heat recovery-side pressure decreases to a value that is lower than

or equal to a second pressure (the second pressure is lower than the first pressure) in the

above valve closed state, the diaphragm is reversed to enter a valve open state to thereby

open the passage that returns the heating medium to the evaporating unit (recovery state).

[0005] Incidentally, when the heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system is

designed so that the internal pressure does not exceed 1 MPa (gauge pressure) even when

a malfunction (pressure increase) occurs, it is not necessary to take measures against

High Pressure Gas Safety Act. Therefore, the condensing unit has a relief valve that

releases pressure at 1 MPa or below.

[0006] However, the condensing unit of the heat pipe-type exhaust heat

recovery system has the above described pressure valve for switching the state of the

exhaust heat recovery system between a heat recover state and a non-heat recovery state.

If the relief valve is provided separately from the pressure valve, the condensing unit

needs space for installing two components (circular components), that is, the pressure

valve and the relief valve. This increases the body size of the condensing unit more

than necessary (more than space necessary for obtaining heat exchange efficiency).

Therefore, the overall size of the system increases. In addition, there is another

9.



possibility that the two components, that is, the pressure valve and the relief valve, are

used to problematically increase the cost.

[0007] Note that, other than the heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system, for

example, in a closed-type system (circuit), such as a floor-type heat pump water heater, or

an open-type system (circuit), such as an accumulator and a compressed-air cylinder, two

components, that is, a pressure valve and a relief valve, may possibly be used in order to

provide a pressure switch function and a pressure release function.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention provides a pressure valve that has both a pressure switch

function and a pressure release function, and an exhaust heat recovery system provided

with the pressure valve.

[0009] A first aspect of the invention relates to a pressure valve that includes a

diaphragm portion that is actuated by fluid pressure. The pressure valve includes a

rupture portion that is provided concentrically with the diaphragm portion and that

ruptures at a pressure higher than a pressure at which the diaphragm portion is actuated.

More specifically, the diaphragm portion and the rupture portion may be provided

concentrically for a single reverse plate.

[0010] The rupture portion that ruptures when subjected to a high pressure is

provided concentrically with the diaphragm portion, so the single pressure valve may

have both a pressure switch function and a pressure release function. By so doing, it is

not necessary to separately provide a relief valve in addition to the pressure valve, so

mountability to a system (circuit), such as an exhaust heat recovery system, improves.

In addition, it is also excellent in terms of cost.

[0011] The rupture portion may be provided concentrically on an outer

peripheral side of the diaphragm portion. In this case, it is possible to provide the

pressure valve that places importance on stability of rupture performance. Alternatively,

the diaphragm portion may be provided concentrically on an outer peripheral side of the

rupture portion. In this case, the working diameter of the diaphragm portion may be



increased. Thus, the diameter of the reverse plate may be reduced while maintaining the

switching characteristic, so the size of the pressure valve may be reduced.

[0012] In another specific configuration, the rupture portion may be a bent

portion having a taper portion that slopes toward a side on which the fluid pressure acts,

and the taper portion may be reversed by the fluid pressure to cause the rupture portion to

rupture.

[0013] A second aspect of the invention relates to an exhaust heat recovery

system that recovers heat of exhaust gas from an internal combustion engine (engine),

and transfers the recovered heat to engine coolant. The exhaust heat recovery system

includes the above described pressure valve.

[0014] Specifically, the exhaust heat recovery system may have a loop heat pipe

that includes: an evaporating unit that evaporates a heating medium, which is the fluid

and filled inside the exhaust heat recovery system, by the heat of the exhaust gas from the

internal combustion engine; a condensing unit that cools the heating medium, evaporated

at the evaporating unit, by the coolant of the internal combustion engine; and a fluid

communication unit that provides fluid communication between the evaporating unit and

the condensing unit, and the pressure valve may be provided for the condensing unit

(specifically, at a condensed water reflux side of the condensing unit).

[0015] With the thus configured exhaust heat recovery system, the pressure

valve having both a pressure switch function implemented by reversal of the diaphragm

portion and a pressure release function implemented by the rupture portion is provided

for the condensing unit. Thus, in comparison with the case where a pressure valve and a

relief valve are separately provided for the condensing unit, the size of the condensing

unit may be reduced. By so doing, the exhaust heat recovery system may be easily

mounted in an underfloor of a vehicle, an engine room, or the like, of which mounting

space is limited.

[0016] Note that the pressure valve according to the aspect of the invention may

be applied not only to the above described exhaust heat recovery system but also to a

closed-type system (circuit), such as a floor-type heat pump water heater, an air



conditioner and a refrigerator, or an open-type system (circuit), such as an accumulator, a

compressed-air cylinder and a large storage tank for natural gas, or the like.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The foregoing and further objects, features and advantages of the

invention will become apparent from the following description of example embodiments

with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like numerals are used to

represent like elements and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view that shows a pressure valve according

to a first embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2A is a front view of a reverse plate used for the pressure valve shown in FIG.

1, and FIG. 2B is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the reverse plate;

FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are views that illustrate the operation of the pressure valve

shown in FIG. '1;

FIG. 4 is a graph that shows open-close operation of the pressure valve shown in

FIG. 1;

FIG. 5 is a view that schematically shows a state where the pressure valve shown in

FIG. 1 releases pressure;

FIG. 6 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view that shows a pressure valve according

to a second embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 7A is a front view of a reverse plate used for the pressure valve shown in FIG.

6, and FIG. 7B is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the reverse plate;

FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are views that illustrate the operation of the pressure valve

shown in FIG. 6;

FIG 9 is a front view that shows an example of an exhaust heat recovery system

according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 10 is a plan view of the exhaust heat recovery system shown in FIG. 9;

FIG. 11 is a side view of the exhaust heat recovery system shown in FIG. 9; and

FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line X-X in FIG. 9.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

First Embodiment

[0018] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view that shows a pressure valve 100

according to a first embodiment of the invention.

[0019] The pressure valve 100 according to the present embodiment includes a

body 1, a lid element 2, a reverse plate 3, a valve element 4, a valve guide 5, a valve seat

6, a delivery pipe 7, compression coil springs 8 and 10, a spring shoe 9, a spring seat 11, a

support plate 12, a dust cap 13, and the like.

[0020] The body 1 is a member such that a cylindrical portion I a and a flange

I b are integrally formed with each other. The cylindrical portion I a has an inflow port

I c for fluid (for example, a heating medium, such as pure water). The support plate 12

has a substantially annular shape, and is fitted around the cylindrical portion I a of the

body 1. The lid element 2 is a member such that a cylindrical portion 2a and a flange 2b

are integrally formed with each other. The cylindrical portion 2a has an internal thread

2c formed on an inner surface of the cylindrical portion 2a.

[0021] The peripheral edge portion of the reverse plate 3 is clamped between the

flange Ib of the body 1 and the flange 2b of the lid element 2. The reverse plate 3 is

held by these body 1 and lid element 2. The reverse plate 3 is, for example, formed of a

pressed stainless thin plate. As shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, in the reverse plate 3, a

diaphragm portion 3a and a rupture portion 3b are concentrically formed, and the rupture

portion 3b is arranged on the outer peripheral side of the diaphragm portion 3a.

[0022] The valve element 4 and the valve guide 5 are arranged on the pressure

receiving side (body 1 side) of the reverse plate 3 along the axis of the body 1.

[0023] The valve element 4 is a stepped cylindrical member formed of a

large-diameter portion 4a and a small-diameter portion 4b. A step between the

large-diameter portion 4a and the small-diameter portion 4b constitutes a valve surface 4c.

An end (end adjacent to the delivery pipe 7) of the large-diameter portion 4a of the valve

element 4 is open. In addition, the valve element 4 has a communication hole 4d that



allows passage of fluid. The communication hole 4d is a through hole that opens part of

the valve element 4. When the valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is spaced away

from the valve seat 6 (state shown in FIG. 1), which will be described later, the

communication hole 4d is open. When the valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is in

contact with (seated on) the valve seat 6, the communication hole 4d is shut off by the

valve seat 6.

[0024] The valve guide 5 is a cylindrical member. The valve seat 6 is

integrally formed at one end (end adjacent to the reverse plate 3) of the valve guide 5.

The valve guide 5 is fitted into a boss hole I d of the body 1. In addition, the delivery

pipe 7 is coupled to the other end of the valve guide 5. The outer peripheral surface of

the other end of the delivery pipe 7 has an external thread 7a that is in mesh with the

internal thread 2Of of a valve case 20, which will be described later.

[0025] The large-diameter portion 4a of the valve element 4 is slidably arranged

inside the valve guide 5. The valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is displaceable in

a direction in which the valve surface 4c approaches or moves away from the valve seat 6.

The compression coil spring 8 is placed between the valve element 4 and an end face

(end face adjacent to the reverse plate 3) of the delivery pipe 7. By the elastic force of

the compression coil spring 8, the valve element 4 is in contact with the reverse plate 3

while being pressed by the reverse plate 3. Note that the distal end (series-wound

portion) of the compression coil spring 8 is accommodated in the small-diameter portion

4b of the valve element 4.

[0026] Then, when the valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is spaced away

from the valve seat 6, the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 is open (valve open state),

the inside of the body 1 is in fluid communication with the inside of the delivery pipe 7

through the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 and the communication hole 4d of the

valve element 4. When the valve element 4 is displaced from the valve open state

toward the reverse plate 3 and then the valve surface 4c contacts (is seated on) the valve

seat 6, the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 is shut off, so it enter a valve closed state.

[0027] On the other hand, inside the lid element 2, the spring shoe 9, the



compression coil spring 10 and the spring seat 11 are arranged in order from the reverse

plate 3 side. The compression coil spring 10 is placed between the spring shoe 9 and the

spring seat 11 while being compressed. By the elastic force of the compression coil

spring 10, the spring shoe 9 is in contact with the reverse plate 3 while being pressed by

the reverse plate 3.

[0028] The outer peripheral surface of the spring seat 11 has an external thread

11a that is in mesh with the internal thread 2c of the Hd element 2. By adjusting the

screw-in amount of the spring seat 11, the elastic force of the compression coil spring 10

may be adjusted, thus making it possible to adjust a first pressure Pl and a second

pressure P2, which will be described later. In addition, a vent hole lib is formed at the

center of the spring seat 11. The vent hole lib is used to open the inside of the Hd

element 2 to the atmosphere. Note that a dustproof dust cap 13 is attached to the

cylindrical portion 2a of the Hd element 2.

[0029] The above described pressure valve 100 is fitted to the valve case 20.

As shown in FIG. 1, the valve case 20 is a stepped cylindrical member having a

large-diameter portion 20a and a small-diameter portion 20b. A flange 20c is integrally

formed with the periphery of an end of the large-diameter portion 20a. The

large-diameter portion 20a of the valve case 20 has an inlet port 2Od for fluid. The open

end of the small-diameter portion 20b constitutes an outlet port 2Oe.

[0030] Then, to fit the pressure valve 100 to the valve case 20, the delivery pipe

7 of the pressure valve 100 is initially inserted into the large-diameter portion 20a of the

valve case 20. Subsequently, the external thread 7a of the delivery pipe 7 is screwed to

the internal thread 2Of of the small-diameter portion 20b of the valve case 20 to bring the

support plate 12 of the pressure valve 100 into contact with the flange 20c of the valve

case 20 with a pressing force to a certain extent. In this state, the support plate 12 is

welded to the flange 20c of the valve case 20. In the above fitted state, as shown in FIG.

1, the inside of the body 1 is in fluid communication with the inside of the valve case 20

through the inflow port I c formed in the body 1. By so doing, fluid (for example,

condensed water) flowing into the inside of the valve case 20 passes through the inflow



port I c and flows into the inside of the body 1 (space defined by the body 1 and the

reverse plate 3). Then, the pressure of that fluid acts on the reverse plate 3.

[0031] Note that, in the pressure valve 100 shown in FIG. 1, a stopper may be

provided on the body 1 side surface of the surface of the diaphragm portion 3a in order to

regulate the displacement of the diaphragm portion 3a.

[0032] Next, the operation of the above described pressure valve 100 will be

described with reference to FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B and FIG. 4.

[0033] The pressure valve 100 is in a valve open state during normal times.

When the pressure valve 100 is in a valve open state, as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 3A, the

valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is spaced apart from the valve seat 6, and the

valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 is open. In this open state, the inside of the body 1

(inside of the valve case 20) is in fluid communication with the inside of the delivery pipe

7 through the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 and the communication hole 4d of the

valve element 4. By so doing, fluid flowing through the inlet port 2Od of the valve case

20 into the inside of the case sequentially passes through the inflow port I c of the body 1,

the inside of the body 1, the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 and the communication

hole 4d of the valve element 4, flows into the inside of the delivery pipe 7, and then flows

out through the outlet port 2Oe of the valve case 20.

[0034] When the internal pressure inside the body 1 (internal pressure in the

space defined by the body 1 and the reverse plate 3) increases from the above valve open

state as shown in FIG. 4, the pressure valve 100 enters a valve closed state at the time

when the internal pressure becomes Pl or above. Specifically, at the time when the

internal pressure in the body 1 reaches Pl, as shown in FIG. 3B, the diaphragm portion 3a

of the reverse plate 3 of the pressure valve 100 is reversed. Owing to the reversal of the

diaphragm portion 3a, the valve element 4 is displaced toward the lid element 2. At the

time when the valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 contacts (is seated on) the valve

seat 6, the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 is shut off, and the pressure valve 100

enters a valve closed state.

[0035] Here, the diaphragm portion 3a is a reverse plate that is reversed in a



snap action manner and that has the following hysteresis characteristic. When a

pressure higher than or equal to the above first pressure Pl acts on the diaphragm portion

3a, the diaphragm portion 3a is reversed in a direction indicated in FIG. 3B. When the

pressure acts on the diaphragm portion 3a decreases to a pressure lower than the first

pressure, the diaphragm portion 3a is reversed (returned) to the original position (position

shown in FIG. 3A). Thus, as shown in FIG. 4, even when the pressure (internal

pressure) inside the body 1 decreases from the pressure higher than or equal to the first

pressure Pl to a pressure lower than the first pressure Pl, the diaphragm portion 3a is not

immediately reversed. At the time when the pressure decreases to the second pressure

P2, the diaphragm portion 3a is reversed. Then, by the elastic force of the compression

coil spring 10, the valve element 4 is displaced in a direction to move away from the

valve seat 6, so it returns to a valve open state (state shown in FIG. 3A). Note that, as

described above, these first pressure Pl and second pressure P2 may be adjusted by

adjusting the screw-in amount of the spring seat 11 to the lid element 2.

[0036] Next, the rupture portion 3b of the reverse plate 3 will be described. As

shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, the rupture portion 3b is a bent portion having a taper

portion 31b that slopes toward the inside of the body 1. The rupture portion 3b is

configured so that, when a pressure (release pressure Ps) that is higher than a pressure at

which the diaphragm portion 3a is actuated (higher than or equal to the first pressure Pl)

and that is lower than, for example, 1 MPa (gauge pressure) acts on the body 1 inner side

surface of the reverse plate 3, as shown in FIG. 5, the taper portion 31b of the rupture

portion 3b buckles to be reversed and then, at the time of the reversal, the apex A of the

bent portion ruptures to open.

[0037] The rupture portion 3b and the diaphragm portion 3a are provided for the

single reverse plate 3, and the rupture portion 3b is provided concentrically with the

diaphragm portion 3a. Thus, the single pressure valve 100 may have both a pressure

switch function and a pressure release function. By so doing, it is not necessary to

separately provide a relief valve in addition to the pressure valve, so mountability to a

system (circuit), such as an exhaust heat recovery system, improves. In addition, it is



also excellent in terms of cost.

[0038] Note that the pressure valve 100 according to the first embodiment

places importance on stability of rupture performance of the rupture portion 3b, the

diaphragm portion 3a that frequently repeats reversal is provided at the inner side of the

reverse plate 3, and the rupture portion 3b is provided on the outer peripheral side of the

diaphragm portion 3a.

Second Embodiment

[0039] Next, a pressure valve 200 according to a second embodiment of the

invention will be described with reference to FIG. 6 to FIG. 8B.

[0040] The pressure valve 200 according to the second embodiment differs from

the pressure valve 100 according to the first embodiment only in the configuration of a

reverse plate 203. The other configuration, that is, the configuration of the body 1, lid

element 2, valve element 4, valve guide 5, valve seat 6, delivery pipe 7, compression coil

springs 8 and 10, spring shoe 9, spring seat 11, support plate 12, dust cap 13, and the like,

is basically similar to that of the first embodiment.

[0041] As shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, the reverse plate 203 used in the

pressure valve 200 according to the present embodiment has a rupture portion 203b at an

inner side thereof, and a diaphragm portion 203a is concentrically formed on the outer

peripheral side of the rupture portion 203b. Note that the rupture portion 203b is a bent

portion having a taper portion 231b that slopes toward the inside of the body 1 as in the

case of the reverse plate 3 shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B.

[0042] Then, the pressure valve 200 according to the present embodiment is also

in a valve open state during normal times. When the pressure valve 200 is in a valve

open state, as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 8A, the valve surface 4c of the valve element 4 is

spaced away from the valve seat 6, and the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 is open.

In this open state, the inside of the body 1 (inside of the valve case 20) is in fluid

communication with the inside of the delivery pipe 7 through the valve opening 6a of the

valve seat 6 and the communication hole 4d of the valve element 4. By so doing, fluid

flowing through the inlet port 2Od of the valve case 20 into the inside of the case



sequentially passes through the inflow port I c of the body 1, the inside of the body 1, the

valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6 and the communication hole 4d of the valve element

4, flows into the inside of the delivery pipe 7, and then flows out through the outlet port

2Oe of the valve case 20.

[0043] When the internal pressure in the body 1 increases from the above valve

open state as shown in FIG. 4, the pressure valve 200 enters a valve closed state at the

time when the internal pressure becomes the first pressure Pl or above. Specifically, at

the time when the internal pressure in the body 1 reaches the first pressure Pl, as shown

in FIG. 8B, the diaphragm portion 203a of the reverse plate 203 of the pressure valve 200

is reversed. Owing to the reversal of the diaphragm portion 203a, the valve element 4 is

displaced toward the lid element 2. At the time when the valve surface 4c of the valve

element 4 contacts (is seated on) the valve seat 6, the valve opening 6a of the valve seat 6

is shut off, and the pressure valve 200 enters a valve closed state.

[0044] Even when the internal pressure in the body 1 decreases from the valve

closed state (state where the internal pressure is higher than or equal to the first pressure

Pl) to a pressure lower than the first pressure Pl, the pressure valve 200 is not closed.

At the time when the internal pressure in the body 1 decreases to the second pressure P2,

the diaphragm portion 203a is reversed (returned). Then, by the elastic force of the

compression coil spring 10, the valve element 4 is displaced in a direction to move away

from the valve seat 6, so it returns to a valve open state shown in FIG. 8A.

[0045] In addition, in the pressure valve 200 according to the present

embodiment as well, the reverse plate 203 has the rupture portion 203b. Thus, when a

pressure (release pressure Ps) that is higher than a pressure at which the diaphragm

portion 203a is actuated (higher than or equal to the first pressure Pl) and that is lower

than, for example, 1 MPa acts on the body inner side surface of the reverse plate 203, the

rupture portion 203b ruptures as in the similar mechanism to that of FIG. 5. Therefore,

the single pressure valve 200 may have both the above described pressure switch function

implemented by reversal of the diaphragm portion 203a and the pressure release function

implemented by the rupture portion 203b. By so doing, it is not necessary to separately



provide a relief valve in addition to the pressure valve, so mountability to a system

(circuit), such as an exhaust heat recovery system, improves. In addition, it is also

excellent in terms of cost.

[0046] Here, in the reverse plate 203 used in the pressure valve 200 according to

the present embodiment, the diaphragm portion 203a is provided to the outside of the

rupture portion 203b. Thus, the working diameter of the diaphragm portion 203a may

be increased. By so doing, the diameter of the reverse plate 203 may be reduced as

compared with the reverse plate 3 shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B while maintaining the

switching characteristic. Therefore, the size of the pressure valve 200 may be reduced.

Exhaust Heat Recovery System

[0047] An exhaust heat recovery system according to an embodiment of the

invention will be described with reference to FIG. 9 to FIG. 12.

[0048] The exhaust heat recovery system 300 according to the present

embodiment includes a loop heat pipe 301. The loop heat pipe 301 is formed by

sequentially connecting an evaporating unit 302, a fluid communication passage 304, a

condensing unit 303, the valve case 20, the above described pressure valve 100, a reflux

pipe 305, and the like. The evaporating unit 302 is assembled to an exhaust passage 400

of an engine. The condensing unit 303 is arranged outside the exhaust passage 400.

[0049] The heat pipe 301 is provided with a filling portion (not shown). The

inside of the heat pipe 301 is decompressed (vacuumed) through the filling portion. The

heat pipe 301 is filled with a heating medium through the filling portion, and then the

filling portion is sealed. In this embodiment, pure water is used as the heating medium.

[0050] As shown in FIG. 12, the evaporating unit 302 is formed of tubes 321,

fins 322, an upper header 323, a lower header 324, and the like. The tubes 321 each are

a long slender tubular member that extends vertically. A plurality of the tubes 321 are

arranged in columns at a predetermined pitch in a direction to intersect with flow of

exhaust gas (horizontal direction in FIG. 12), and a plurality of the tubes 321 are also

arranged in columns at a predetermined pitch in a direction of flow of exhaust gas

(horizontal direction in FIG. 9).



[0051] The fins 322 are arranged as heat exchange members between the

adjacent tubes 321. These fins 322 are bonded to the outer wall surfaces (surfaces) of

the corresponding tubes 321. The fins 322 expand the area of heat exchange with

exhaust gas. In this embodiment, corrugated fins that are formed in a corrugated shape

from a thin sheet material by rolling are used. These tubes 321 and fins 322 constitute a

heat exchange portion of the evaporating unit 302.

[0052] The upper ends of the tubes 321 are open into the upper header 323

arranged at the upper portion of the evaporating unit 302. In addition, the lower ends of

the tubes 321 are open into the lower header 324 arranged at the lower portion of the

evaporating unit 302.

[0053] Then, an upstream connecting duct 300a and a downstream connecting

duct 300b are connected to the evaporating unit 302. These upstream connecting duct

300a and downstream connecting duct 300b are used to make it possible to assemble the

evaporating unit 302 to the exhaust passage 400 of the engine.

[0054] As shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 12, the inside of the condensing unit 303 is

partitioned into two chambers by a partition wall 331. The inner chamber with respect

to the partition wall 331 constitutes a condensing chamber 332. The inside of the

condensing chamber 332 is in fluid communication with the inside of the upper header

323 of the evaporating unit 302 through the fluid communication passage 304. In

addition, the outer chamber with respect to the partition wall 331 constitutes a coolant

passage 333. A coolant introducing pipe 303a and a coolant delivery pipe 303b are

connected to the coolant passage 333.

[0055] In the condensing unit 303, heat is exchanged between engine coolant

introduced from the coolant introducing pipe 303a to the coolant passage 333 and vapor

guided from the evaporating unit 302 to the condensing chamber 332 through the fluid

communication passage 304. The vapor deprived of heat through heat exchange with

the engine coolant is condensed from a gaseous phase to a liquid phase. In addition, the

engine coolant that has exchanged heat with vapor at the condensing unit 303 flows out

from the coolant passage 333 to the outside of the condensing unit 303 through the



coolant delivery pipe 303b.

[0056] The valve case 20 (see FIG. 1) is arranged at the lower portion of the

condensing unit 303. The pressure valve 100 shown in FIG. 1 to FIG. 3B is attached to

the valve case 20 in the above described manner. Note that parts of the cylindrical

portion 20a and flange 20c of the valve case 20 are welded to the wall of the condensing

unit 303.

[0057] The inlet port 20d of the valve case 20 is connected to the condensing

chamber 332 of the condensing unit 303. The outlet port 2Oe of the valve case 20 is

connected to the lower header 324 of the evaporating unit 302 through the reflux pipe

305. By so doing, a passage is formed from the condensing chamber 332 of the

condensing unit 303 via the inlet port 2Od of the valve case 20 and the inside of the valve

case 20 to the inside of the body 1 of the pressure valve 100. In addition, another

passage is formed from the inside of the delivery pipe 7 of the pressure valve 100 (inside

of the valve guide 5) via the outlet port 2Oe of the valve case 20 and the reflux pipe 305

to the lower header 324 of the evaporating unit 302.

[0058] In the above described exhaust heat recovery system 300, in process of

an increase in internal pressure in the heat pipe 301 (pressure inside the body 1 of the

pressure valve 100), when the internal pressure is lower than the above described first

pressure Pl, the pressure valve 100 is in a valve open state (see FIG. 4). In this state,

pure water (heating medium) in the heat pipe 301 receives heat from exhaust gas at the

evaporating unit 302 to boil and vaporize to become vapor to go up inside the tubes 321.

This upward vapor flows out from the tubes 321 and then flows into the condensing

chamber 332 of the condensing unit 303 via the upper header 323 and the fluid

communication passage 304. The vapor flowing into the condensing chamber 332 is

cooled by engine coolant, flowing through the coolant passage 333, to become condensed

water. The condensed water passes through the valve case 20, the pressure valve 100 in

a valve open state and the reflux pipe 305, and returns to the lower header 324 of the

evaporating unit 302.

[0059] In this way, heat of exhaust gas is transferred to the heating medium



(pure water) and is transported from the evaporating unit 302 to the condensing unit 303.

Then, the heat is released as condensed latent heat when vapor condenses at the

condensing unit 303. Thus, engine coolant that flows through the condensing unit 303

is actively heated. That is, this facilitates the warm-up of the engine, so it is possible to

achieve reduction in friction loss of the engine and improvement in low-temperature

startability of the engine. Therefore, it is possible to improve fuel consumption rate

(fuel economy).

[0060] Then, as shown in FIG. 4, as the internal pressure in the heat pipe 301

(pressure inside the body 1 of the pressure valve 100) exceeds the first pressure Pl, the

pressure valve 100 is closed to shut off reflux of condensed water from the condensing

unit 303 to the evaporating unit 302. Thus, recovery of exhaust heat is stopped. By so

doing, it is possible to prevent engine coolant from being excessively heated, so

overheating may be prevented. Note that, as the pressure valve 100 is closed to stop

recovery of exhaust heat, the internal pressure in the heat pipe 301 decreases, and, at the

time when the internal pressure decreases to the second pressure P2 (see FIG. 4), the

pressure valve 100 returns to a valve open state, and then recovery of exhaust heat is

resumed.

[0061] Here, as described above, the pressure valve 100 used in the exhaust heat

recovery system 300 according to the present embodiment has a hysteresis characteristic

such that the diaphragm portion 3a is reversed in a direction indicated in FIG. 3B when a

pressure higher than or equal to the first pressure Pl acts on the diaphragm portion 3a,

and the diaphragm portion 3a returns (is reversed) to the original position (position

shown in FIG. 3A) when the pressure decreases to the second pressure P2 lower than the

first pressure Pl. Thus, it is possible to prevent hunting of the pressure valve 100

between a valve open state and a valve closed state against minute variations in the

internal pressure in the heat pipe 301 (pressure inside the body 1 of the pressure valve

100). By so doing, stable heat recovery or stop of heat recovery is possible. In this

embodiment, the first pressure Pl at which the pressure valve 100 enters a valve closed

state is set in consideration of, for example, a pressure corresponding to a warm-up

l β



temperature of the engine.

[0062] In addition, in the pressure valve 100 used in the exhaust heat recovery

system 300 according to the present embodiment, the reverse plate 3 not only has the

above described diaphragm portion 3a that regulates the recovery of heat between heat

recovery and non-heat recovery but also has the rupture portion 3b (see FIG. 2A, FIG. 2B

and FIG. 5). Thus, when the internal pressure in the heat pipe 301 reaches the release

pressure Ps (pressure higher than or equal to the first pressure Pl and lower than 1 MPa),

the rupture portion 3b ruptures to open the inside of the body 1 of the pressure valve 100,

that is, the inside of the heat pipe 301, to the atmosphere. Thus, it is not necessary to

take measures against High Pressure Gas Safety Act.

[0063] Here, the release pressure Ps of the pressure valve 100 has an upper limit

of 1 MPa (Ps < 1 MPa) in order to comply with High Pressure Gas Safety Act, and is set

at a pressure that makes it possible to prevent fatigue crack of the rupture portion 3b of

the reverse plate 3 due to repeated load. Note that the lower limit of the release pressure

Ps is, for example, set at twice or above of the upper limit value of the internal pressure in

the heat pipe 301 (pressure inside the body 1 of the pressure valve 100) during normal

times in consideration of preventing the above fatigue crack.

[0064] With the exhaust heat recovery system 300 according to the present

embodiment, the pressure valve 100 having a pressure switch function implemented by

reversal of the diaphragm portion 3a and a pressure release function implemented by the

rupture portion 3b is provided at a condensed water reflux side of the condensing unit

303. Thus, in comparison with the case where a pressure valve and a relief valve are

separately provided for the condensing unit 303, the size of the condensing unit 303 may

be reduced. By so doing, the exhaust heat recovery system 300 may be easily mounted

in an underfloor of a vehicle, an engine room, or the like, of which mounting space is

limited.

[0065] Note that the exhaust heat recovery system 300 according to the present

embodiment uses the pressure valve 100 shown in FIG. 1; instead, the exhaust heat

recovery system 300 may use the pressure valve 200.



[0066] In addition, in the above embodiments, the pressure valve 100 (or the

pressure valve 200) having both pressure switch function and pressure release function is

applied to a loop heat pipe-type exhaust heat recovery system. However, the aspect of

the invention is not limited to this configuration, the pressure valve 100 (or the pressure

valve 200) may be applied to another system (circuit).

[0067] The above pressure valve 100 (or the pressure valve 200) may be applied

to a closed-type system (circuit) that needs to prevent an abnormal increase in pressure of

a heat exchanger, such as a floor-type heat pump water heater, an air conditioner and a

refrigerator. In addition, the above pressure valve 100 (or the pressure valve 200) may

be applied for crisis management of an open-type system (circuit), such as an

accumulator, a compressed-air cylinder and a large storage tank for natural gas, or the

like.



CLAIMS:

1. A pressure valve comprising:

a diaphragm portion that is actuated by fluid pressure; and

a rupture portion that is provided concentrically with the diaphragm portion and that

ruptures at a pressure higher than a pressure at which the diaphragm portion is actuated.

2. The pressure valve according to claim 1, wherein

the rupture portion is provided on an outer peripheral side of the diaphragm portion.

3. The pressure valve according to claim 1, wherein

the rupture portion is provided on an inner peripheral side of the diaphragm portion.

4. The pressure valve according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein

the diaphragm portion and the rupture portion are provided for a single reverse

plate.

5. The pressure valve according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein

the rupture portion is a bent portion having a taper portion that slopes toward a side

on which the fluid pressure acts, and the taper portion is reversed by the fluid pressure to

cause the rupture portion to rupture.

6. An exhaust heat recovery system that recovers heat of exhaust gas from an

internal combustion engine, and transfers the recovered heat to coolant of the internal

combustion engine, comprising:

the pressure valve according to any one of claims 1 to 4.

7. The exhaust heat recovery system according to claim 6, wherein

the exhaust heat recovery system has a loop heat pipe that includes:



an evaporating unit that evaporates a heating medium and filled inside the exhaust

heat recovery system, by the heat of the exhaust gas from the internal combustion engine;

a condensing unit that cools the heating medium, evaporated at the evaporating unit,

by the coolant of the internal combustion engine; and

a fluid communication unit that provides fluid communication between the

evaporating unit and the condensing unit, and

the pressure valve is provided for the condensing unit.

8. The exhaust heat recovery system according to claim 7, further comprising:

a reflux passage that returns the heating medium, cooled at the condensing unit, to

the evaporating unit through the pressure valve.
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